DID YOU KNOW?

There is an international parliament of the Jewish people: The World Zionist Congress.

WE REPRESENT YOU

Your ideals. Your priorities. Your vision for Israel.

MERCAZ CANADA

MERCAZ is the political arm of the Conservative-Masorti movement.

Your membership to MERCAZ ensures an Israel that we can all identify with and be proud of.

OUR VALUES

RELIGIOUS PLURALISM IN ISRAEL:
Did you know that Conservative rabbis cannot legally perform marriages or conversions in Israel? MERCAZ stands for an open pluralistic society that celebrates Jewish values without limiting itself to one particular stream of Judaism.

SUPPORT FOR THE CONSERVATIVE/MASORTI MOVEMENT:
We call for increasing “stream funding” to bolster the institutions of Conservative/Masorti Judaism in Israel and support Conservative programs in Israel for Canadians.

A GREEN ISRAEL:
We believe in the need to maintain development and security to meet Israel’s needs in the 21st century, while strongly advocating ecologically sound “green” policies within the JNF/KKL Board of Directors.

YOUR VOICE | YOUR MEMBERSHIP COUNTS

“WE ARE YOUR VOICE IN ISRAEL – MAKE SURE IT’S HEARD”

MEMBERSHIP: $18

YOUR MEMBERSHIP COUNTS

YOUR VOICE MATTERS

1.866.357.3384 (EST) info@masorti-mercaz.ca www.masorti-mercaz.ca